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CORE CLASSES
CHOOSE TWO OF THE FOLLOWING CORE 
CLASSES

CREATIVE ENGLISH THROUGH 
ACTING
Develop your English through the task of 
creating and producing a 10-minute play in a 
four-week session using a multi-skills approach. 
10-minute plays are a new phenomenon in 
theatre, giving audiences a short bite-sized piece 
of theatre. The internet has numerous scripts 
available for download.

CREATIVE ENGLISH THROUGH FILM
Develop your English through the task of creating 
a movie trailer using a multi-skills approach. You 
will learn to write, direct, shoot and edit a short 
film trailer in English. You’ll also learn the basics 
of digital video while applying your English skills 
to all production roles. No previous filmmaking 
experience is necessary.

CREATIVE ENGLISH— STORYTELLING
Explore the creative side of English through 
dramatic role-play, storytelling, music, poetry 
and drawing. Study all the skills and then apply 
them to a creative end, from grammar to writing, 
pronunciation to public speaking and beyond.

DESCRIPTION
The English for Creative Arts Mastery provides a suggested combination of classes to guide you from 
working with the written word to the spoken word with increased confidence and fluency. Adopt English 
speaking culture by embracing the tones, the colours, and the passion of the language! Find your 
English voice by progressing from shorter to longer written pieces, from dialogues to storytelling, radio, 
theatre and onward to theatrical or filmmaking productions.

SKILLS CLASSES
CHOOSE TWO OF THE FOLLOWING SKILLS 
CLASSES

ENGLISH FOR ADVERTISING MEDIA
Develop your language skills by reviewing, 
discussing and analyzing global commercials 
and advertising trends. The primary focus of 
the class is commercial advertising production 
through writing, directing and filming a short 
TV commercial.

ENGLISH THROUGH YOGA
Develop English listening skills as you learn to 
follow physical instructions accurately while 
mastering the vocabulary of anatomy and 
movement. Gain physical strength, flexibility 
and stress management skills.

ENGLISH THROUGH ART
Explore the language of art, art criticism 
and art production. Practise English through 
drawing, painting, sculpting, writing in a 
creative journal and visiting art exhibits 
around the city. No previous art experience 
necessary.

AVAILABLE IN
Vancouver

ENTRY REQUIREMENT
ILSC Intermediate 1

PROGRAM LENGTH
Two Full–Time Intensive or Full-Time 
Morning sessions

Availability of courses is subject to student enrollment.
Length may vary depending on your progress.

2021 START DATES 
Session start dates 
 
Availability of courses is subject to student enrollment.
Length may vary depending on your progress.

	e Develop a balance of speaking and writing skills
	e Bring your language to life
	e Transform written language skills into everyday spoken English
	e Expand your spoken and written vocabulary using a range of powerful speech  

production techniques
	e Work intensively on English language fluency and accuracy

ENGLISH FOR CREATIVE ARTS  
MASTERY

CHECK OUT OUR STUDENT 
STORIES  
ON ILSCTV
CLICK HERE TO WATCH THE VIDEO

WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/ILSCTV


